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Book Descriptions:

canon powershot sx230hs user manual

You may download and use the Content solely for your personal, noncommercial use and at your own
risks. Canon shall not be held liable for any damages whatsoever in connection with the Content,
including, without limitation, indirect, consequential, exemplary or incidental damages. You shall
also not and shall not let others reproduce, modify, reformat or create derivative works from the
Content, in whole or in part. If anything is missing, contact the retailer where you purchased the
camera. Camera Interface Cable IFC400PCU Getting Started Using the PDF Manuals The following
PDF manuals are included in the Readme folder of the CDROM When the software is installed on
your computer, the PDF manuals will be copied to the computer and you can refer to. If there is a
problem with the camera while abroad, please return it to the country of sale before proceeding with
a warranty claim to a Canon Customer Support Help Desk. For Canon Customer Support contacts,
please see the customer support list supplied with your camera. Chapters 4 onward explain the
advanced functions, letting you learn more as you read each chapter. Checking the Package
Contents.2 Read This First.3 What Do You Want to Do.4 Table of Contents.6 Conventions Used in
This Guide.9. The electromagnetic waves emitted by the camera may interfere with the operation of
electronic instruments and other devices. Exercise adequate caution when using the camera in
places where use of electronic devices is restricted, such as inside airplanes and medical facilities.
This is due to the high intensity of the flash burning dust and foreign materials stuck to the front of
the unit. Please use a cotton swab to remove dirt, dust or other foreign matter from the flash to
prevent heat buildup and damage to the unit. The latter part of this chapter explains how to shoot
and view images in Easy mode, how to shoot and view movies, and how to transfer images to a
computer.
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Be sure to charge the battery as it is not charged at the time of purchase. CB2LX CB2LXE To protect
the battery and prolong its life, do not charge it for longer than 24 hours continuously. SD, SDHC,
SDXC memory cards, and EyeFi cards have a writeprotect tab.Since the dates and times recorded
into your images are based on these settings, be sure to set them.Changing the Date and Time You
can change the current date and time settings. What if the clock appears when the m button is
pressed. The clock will appear if too much time passes between pressing the m button and the n
button in Step 2. If the clock appears, press the m button to remove the clock and repeat Step 2.
Formatting initializing a memory card erases all data on the memory card. As you cannot retrieve
the erased data, exercise adequate caution before formatting the memory card. Be careful when
transferring or disposing of a memory card. When disposing of a memory card, take precautions
such as physically destroying the card to prevent personal information leaks. The camera can also
detect and focus on faces, setting the color and brightness to optimal levels. Focus range approx.
Zoom bar Turn on the camera. The scene icon p. 185 that appears on the screen may not match the
actual scene.The subject may not be detected, and frames may appear on the background.Switching
to Shooting mode Pressing the shutter button halfway, or turning the mode dial in Playback mode
switches the camera to Shooting mode. Enter Playback mode. Press the 1 button. The last image you
took will appear. Please note that erased images cannot be recovered. Exercise adequate caution



before erasing an image. Press the 1 button. The last image you took will appear. Choose an image
to erase. This prevents incorrect operation of the camera, allowing even beginners to take and view
worryfree pictures. Remaining Time Elapsed Time Choose A mode. Set the mode dial to A. Compose
the shot.

Moving the zoom lever toward i will zoom in on your subject, making it appear larger. However,
operation sounds will be recorded.How can I play back movies on a computer.If you are already
using software included with another Canonbrand compact digital camera, install the software from
the included CDROM, overwriting your current installation. Intel Processor still images, Core 2 Duo
2.6 GHz or higher movies Mac OS X v10.6 1 GB or more still images, 2 GB or more movies Mac OS X
v10.5 512 MB or more still images, 2 GB or more. Remove the CDROM. Remove the CDROM when
your desktop screen appears. Macintosh Place the CD in the computer’s CD ROM drive. Place the
supplied CDROM DIGITAL CAMERA Solution Disk p. Click on the task bar. Double click Turn on the
camera. If the plug does not fit the outlet, use a commercially available plug adapter. Do not use
electrical transformers for foreign travel as they will cause damage. This product is designed to
achieve excellent performance when used with genuine Canon accessories.P, Tv, Av, M, Mode
Choose settings yourself to take various types of. Shooting Information Display Playback No
Information Simple Information Display You can also switch the display by pressing the l button
while the image displays right after shooting. The menu items are organized under tabs, such as for
shooting 4 and playback 1.Power Saving during Shooting The screen will turn off approximately 1
minute after you stop operating the camera. This chapter assumes that the camera is set to A
mode.However, depending on the recording pixel setting p. 60 and zoom factor, the images may
appear coarse the zoom factor will appear in blue. Once inserted, however, they cannot be deleted.
Be sure to check beforehand that the date and time are correctly set p. 19. You can insert and print
the shooting date in images which do not have an embedded date and time as follows. The camera
will shoot approximately 10 seconds after the shutter button is pressed.

You can change the delay and number of shots p. 59. Press the p button. Changing the Compression
Ratio Image Quality You can choose from the following 2 compression ratios image quality Fine,
Normal. Choose the recording pixel setting.If the aspect ratio is changed p. Each time you take a
picture, the scene just before taking your shot will be recorded as a movie. All the movies recorded
that day will be saved as a single file. In C mode, images may appear coarse because the ISO speed
p. 85 is increased to match the shooting conditions. Enter K mode. Set the mode dial to K. Choose a
Shooting mode.S Shoot underwater Underwater Lets you take naturalcolored shots of aquatic life
and underwater scenery when used with a waterproof case sold separately p. Since you may not
achieve the expected results with images shot in modes, try taking some test shots first. Enter mode.
Set the mode dial to Choose a Shooting mode. Since you may not achieve the expected results
depending on the shooting conditions, try taking some test shots first. Shoots in black and white.
Sepia Shoots with sepia tones. Blue Shoots in blue and white.However, depending on shooting
conditions, the image may become coarse, or the colors may not come out as expected. Color Accent
You can choose to retain a single color and change the rest to black and white in a composition.
What if a smile is not detected. Smiles are easier to detect if the subject faces the camera, and opens
their mouth enough to show some teeth when smiling. The camera will shoot approximately two
seconds after it detects a wink.After choosing Even if your face is not detected after joining the
subjects, the shutter will release approximately 15 seconds later. Capturing the Best Facial
Expressions Best Image Selection The camera takes 5 continuous shots, then detects various aspects
of the. This function is not available when a TV is used as a display p. 101. Choose x or v. AE stands
for Auto Exposure.

What if the shutter speed and aperture value appear in orange. If a correct exposure cannot be
obtained when pressing the shutter button halfway, the shutter speed and aperture value appear in



orange. Make sure that you set the white balance under the light source of the actual scene you will
shoot. If you change camera settings after recording white balance data, the tone may not turn out
properly. The same aspect ratio as the screen of this camera, used for displaying on wide screen HD
high definition TVs. The same aspect ratio as 35mm film, used for printing out 5 x 7 in.My Colors Off
Vivid Neutral Sepia Positive Film Lighter Skin Tone Darker Skin Tone Vivid Blue Vivid Green Vivid
Red. Correcting the Brightness and Shooting iContrast The camera can detect areas in the scene,
such as faces or backgrounds, that are too bright or dark and automatically adjust them to the
optimum brightness when shooting. Center The AF frame is locked to the center. This is effective for
focusing on a specific point.After locking the focus, the focal distance will not change even when you
release your finger from the shutter button. Magnifying the Focal Point If you press the shutter
button halfway, the AF frame will magnify and you can check the focus. If you press the shutter
button halfway after roughly focusing manually, you can fine tune the focus.For standard shooting
conditions, including back lit shots. Evaluative Automatically adjusts the exposure to match the
shooting conditions. Center Averages the light metered from the entire frame, but gives greater
Weighted Avg. Shooting with the FE Lock Just as with the AE lock p. 97, you can lock the exposure
for shooting with the flash. Safety FE The camera automatically changes the shutter speed or
aperture value when the flash fires to avoid overexposing and blowing out the highlights in the
scene. At the same time, you can use a slow shutter speed to brighten the background that the light
from the flash cannot reach.

The location information data can also be recorded separately from images and movies. Additionally,
this function can be used to automatically update the camera’s clock. The camera’s positioning data
or the shooting date can be recorded. Flashing Searching for GPS satellite. Displayed Cannot receive
GPS satellite signal. What if appears on the screen and you cannot receive a GPS satellite signal.
GPS Signal Receiver Using the GPS Function. If this icon appears, exercise caution when formatting
a memory card pp. The camera will set the appropriate aperture value for the shutter speed you set.
M stands for “Time value”.The camera will set the appropriate shutter speed for the aperture value
you set. B stands for “Aperture value”, which refers to the size of the aperture opening inside the
lens. D stands for “Manual”.If you are using an earlier version of the software, download the latest
version from the Canon home page. You can check the version of the included software on the top of
the CDROM p. 2. Audio will not be recorded. Frame Rates and Playback Times for 30 Sec.However,
unnatural sound may result when used to record in locations with no wind. Other Shooting
Functions The following functions can be used in the same way as for still images. However,
depending on the Shooting mode, settings may not be available or may not have any effect. The
movie editing panel and the movie editing bar will appear. You can also protect p. 135 or delete p.
138 all images at once while filtered. Changing Settings You can set a slideshow to repeat, or
change transition effects and the time that slideshow images are displayed. Viewing Each Image in a
Group Grouped images taken in Move the zoom lever toward k. The display will zoom in on the
image. If you choose one of those images, the camera will select four more images letting you enjoy
playing back images in an unexpected order. This will work best if you take many shots of various
scenes.

The focus check display is not available for movies. Changing Image Transitions You can choose
from 3 transition effects when switching between images in single image playback. White Yellow
Yellow White What if the images don’t display correctly on the TV.The supplied stereo AV and
interface cables and the separately sold HDMI Cable HTC100 cannot be plugged into the camera at
the same time. Select Range Choose images.Since erased images cannot be recovered, exercise
adequate caution before erasing. Protected images p. 135 cannot be erased.You can also filter out
just those images for viewing, protecting or erasing p. 125. Using the Menu Make the setting.If you
use Windows 7 or Windows Vista and transfer tagged images to the computer, they will be given a
star rating of 3 movies. Using the Menu Complete the setting. If you press the n button, a



confirmation screen will appear. Choose images. If you repeatedly change the color of the same
image, the quality will gradually deteriorate and you may not achieve the expected color. Also, when
the overall image is lacking in contrast, the camera will automatically correct the image for a
sharper impression. The displayed screens and available functions will differ depending on the
printer. Please also refer to the Printer User Guide. Connect the camera to the printer. Open the
cover and insert the cable’s small plug firmly into the camera terminal in the direction shown.
Connect the camera to the printer.Choose a paper size.Bordered Prints with a border. Borderless
Prints without a border. Nup Choose how many copies of an image are printed on a sheet. Prints ID
photos. ID Photo Only images with the same resolution as the camera’s L Large recording pixel
setting and a 43 aspect ratio can be chosen. Connect the camera to the printer.These selection
methods comply with the DPOF Digital Print Order Format standards. You will be able to set the
number of print copies.Make print settings.

The first part of this chapter explains convenient and commonly used functions. The latter part
explains how to change shooting and playback settings to suit your purposes. Even if you change the
shutter sound, it will have no effect in p. As you cannot retrieve the erased data, exercise adequate
caution before formatting the memory card. Registering Recorded Images as the Startup Screen
When you press the 1 button and set the camera to Playback mode, you can register an image. Refer
to the Software Guide for details.Changing the Lens Retract Time For safety reasons, the lens
retracts about 1 minute after pressing the 1 button when in a Shooting mode p. Using the World
Clock When traveling abroad, you can record images with local dates and times simply by switching
the time zone setting. You can turn off this function. Changing the Image Display Time Right After
Shooting You can change the length of time the images display right after shooting. Grid lines will
not be recorded on the image.You can turn off this function. Terminals Do not unplug the plug or
power cord with the camera turned on. This could erase images you have taken or damage the
camera. Choosing another Shooting mode or entering Playback mode will reopen the EyeFi
connection, but movies made with retransferred. If the items below do not solve your problem,
contact a Canon Customer Support Help Desk as listed on the included customer support list. Power
You pressed the power button, but nothing happened. When the mode dial is set to 9, some buttons
cannot be used p. It also detects orientation during playback, so you can hold the camera in either
orientation and it will automatically rotate images for correct viewing. Sound Options Set the sounds
for each camera operation. Startup Image Add an image as a startup image. Format Formats
memory card, erasing all data File Numbering. Erase Erases images Select, Select Range, All
Images. Protect Protects images Select, Select Range, All Images.

Rotate Rotates images. Favorites Tags or untags images as favorites. My Category Categorizes
images Select, Select Range.Lensshift type Imaging Processor. HiSpeed USB Direct Print Standard.
PictBridge Power Source. This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow
Javascript to execute. See your browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your
download click on the name of the downloaded file.Access your account, or create a new account,
click here to get started. Macro AF 2.0 in 1.6 ft 550cm WThe image data in the memory card stored
with the Design rule for Camera File systems format can be erased however, protected images
cannot be erased. Using the Movie editing function, sections of the movie 1 sec.Subject to change
without notice. Canon, DIGIC, ELPH, PIXMA, and PowerShot and SELPHY are registered
trademarks of Canon Inc.Mac is a trademark of Apple, Inc., registered in the United States and other
countries.Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File
Size Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size
The Product purchased with this limited warranty is the only PowerShot Digital Camera to which
this limited warranty applies. Warranty exchange or replacement does not extend the original
warranty period of the Product.The sole warranty, if any, with the respect to such nonCanon brand
items is given by the manufacturer or producer thereof. This limited warranty covers all defects



encountered in normal use of the Products, and does not apply in the following cases A Canon
Customer Care representative will attempt to diagnose the nature of the problem and correct it over
the telephone. If the problem cannot be corrected over the telephone, you will be asked to follow the
applicable procedures for MAILIN SERVICE. Note that a dated proof of purchase is required at the
time of service.

MAILIN SERVICE is a program under which your Product is repaired by a Canon U.S.A. or a Canon
Canada authorized service center for the Product. You will be given the name, address and phone
number of an authorized service center. It is your responsibility to properly package and send the
defective Product, together with a copy of your dated proof of purchase, a complete explanation of
the problem and a return address to the authorized service center at your expense. Do not include
any other items with the defective Product. The Product covered by this limited warranty and proven
to be defective upon inspection will be repaired and returned to you without charge by the
authorized service center. Any Product received by the authorized service center that is not covered
by the limited warranty will be returned unrepaired, or at the discretion of the authorized service
center, you may receive a written estimate of repair at such cost as the service center may establish
from time to time.Scroll down to easily select items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier
checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store Provides uninterrupted power for shooting or
downloading.Effectively doubles the flash range of the camera. Comes with mounting
bracket.Effectively doubles the flash range of the camera. Comes with mounting bracket. The cable
connects to your camera and to the USB port on your PC or MAC Computer. Comes standard with
the EOS 1Ds Mark III, 1D Mark IV, 1D Mark III, 1Ds Mark II, 1D Mark II N, 1D Mark II, 5D Mark II,
7D, 5D, 50D, 40D, 30D, 20D, 10D, Digital Rebel XTi, Digital Rebel XT and Digital Rebel. Please see
Compatibility tab for compatible models.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired
to good working condition or replaced with an equivalent product.Comes standard with the EOS 1D
Mark IV, 7D, 60D, Rebel T3i and Rebel T2i. Please see Compatibility tab for compatible
models.Waterproof to 130ft. Neck strap and silicone grease included.

For the PowerShot SX230HS.Four pieces of weight, plastic pins and weight securing screws are
included in the WWDC1 package. PowerShot SX230 HS incorporates a powerful 14x 28392mm
wideangle optical zoom lens lets you get close to the distant subjects and also capture panoramic
landscapes or large group shots. The Optical Image Stabilizer help keep images steady and clear.
The 12.1 MP highsensitivity CMOS sensor work with DIGIC 4 Image Processor delivers stunning
results even low light situations. The PowerShot SX230 HS features Smart Auto automatically
detects up to 32 different shooting scenes, and intelligently selects the optimal camera settings for
you. The SX230 HS is builtin GPS technology, every photos you shoot contains key data on where
and when it was taken while the GPS Logger can record your journey. Other highlights include 3inch
LCD screen, 1080p Full HD Video recording, 240fps Super Slow Motion Movie, 8.1 fps Highspeed
Burst mode, Smart Shutter, Handheld Night Scene mode and manual exposure control. With this
Table of Content, you can directly go to the certain part of this article simply by clicking the sub
topic below. Contents show 1 An Introduction to Canon PowerShot SX230 HS Manual 1.1 The
Overall Look of Canon PowerShot SX230 HS Manual 1.2 The Specification of Canon PowerShot
SX230 HS 1.3 Price and Impression of Canon PowerShot SX230 HS 2 Canon PowerShot SX230 HS
Manual User Guide An Introduction to Canon PowerShot SX230 HS Manual It is such a perpetuation
that a product, especially for the digital camera product, can’t be separated from its manual. By
using this manual, user will be able to understand about their product deeper. Therefore, operating
and treating the camera better will be something possible. This is exactly why we provide the Canon
PowerShot SX230 HS Manual. The only aim is to educate the users of this camera to use this
product better so that they can result a good photographical image.

The Overall Look of Canon PowerShot SX230 HS Manual It is generally known that look is



something important that becomes a consideration for people in buying digital camera product. With
the look, People can instantly attracted to a certain digital camera product. More than that,
sometimes the choice of camera look is also reflecting the personality of owner as well as the
classiness of the camera itself. So, before we hit the Canon PowerShot SX230 HS Manual User
Guide directly, now we are going to talk about the look of this camera first. First thing to steal your
attention is the ergonomic body cutting with pocketable size. The body measurement is just about
106 x 62 x 33 mm. It is a small number of size, so you can easily place it in your pocket and bring it
everywhere. Moreover, based on the Canon PowerShot SX230 HS manual, it is supported by very
light. The total weight is approximately 220 gram including battery and card. The enclosure material
is constructed by metal, a strong material to resist from drop and tear. With the combination of
glossy black and silver, this is truly stylish compact camera. The Specification of Canon PowerShot
SX230 HS There are several camera manufacturers out there, but Canon is still number one. Not
only doing great job in producing hundreds of sophisticated DSLR, this company also focusing on
compact camera industry. It is proved by the launched of Canon PowerShot SX230 HS. This is more
than just a compact camera compared to its competitors. Offering good styling with responsive
performance, this is amust camera to watch. Get detailed below. Its attractive outside is supported
by smart inside. This is the main reason for resulting the highest image resolution at 4000 x 3000.
Canon PowerShot SX230 HS is also a good videographycamera. It is proved by the ability to record
the best H.264 video at 1920 x 1080. With stereo microphone inside, the voice will be clear like you
are using true video recorder.

The DIGIC 4 with iSAPS technology is set to be the image processor. No you can save more power
and time since this camera will be very responsive and fast. On the lens sector, this camera uses
28392 mm focal length lens with f3.15.9 of maximum aperture. Having this lens, the SX230 HS is
able to do up to 14X optical zoom without decreasing the graphic quality. The settings and control
are very easy to be managed live from its 3 inches Fixed PureColor II TG TFT LCD Monitor.
Constructed by 461.000 screen dots, you also can’t move your eyes on viewing your snaps. Price and
Impression of Canon PowerShot SX230 HS Everything in Canon PowerShot SX230 HS is just
undeniably perfect. Jeff W, one of the users, said that overall he is really happy with the image
quality and the manual controls. Moreover, this camera supports GPS module that is very helpful for
him. At 243.65 USD, the SX230 HS is worth to buy. Read another review of this product in this page.
Canon PowerShot SX230 HS Manual User Guide As it is stated at the beginning of this article, the
aim of providing this writing is to bring the Canon PowerShot SX230 HS Manual. This is the manual
that will give you the information related to the specification, features, operation, instruction,
camera manual, and others. So, for you who want to look for information regarding to this Nikon
camera product, referencing to the manual below will be the best thing to do. To give you the better
access, we will provide the manual in PDF. So, before reaching out to the manual, it will be better if
you download the PDF reader software first. Download Canon Camera PowerShot SX230 HS Manual
That’s all of the information related to the Canon PowerShot SX230 HS Manual. We hope that the
information below could be beneficial to update your understanding toward this camera product. If
you have any thoughts about this product in general, we welcome you to put them in the comment
session below.

And if you find this information is useful, sharing this article in your personal page will be so much
appreciated. Share Pinterest Tweet Linkedin Email Prev Article Next Article Related Articles Canon
PowerShot G11 Manual User Guide and Detail Specification Canon PowerShot A710 IS Manual User
Guide and Review Leave a Reply Cancel reply This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. Please
consider supporting us by disabling your ad blocker. Refresh. The PowerShot SX230 HS takes great
images anywhere with HS System, a 28mm wideangle 14x optical zoom and Full HD movies. GPS
tags your shots and logs your journey making it the ultimate travel compact. High quality movies can



be recorded in Full HD 1080p format with stereo sound. The optical zoom can be used for filming
while Dynamic IS reduces the effect of shake and movement when shooting on the move. Download
Canon PowerShot SX220 HS manual Images are easy to frame thanks to a large 7.5 cm 3.0” high
resolution PureColor II G LCD. A tempered glass outer layer offers increased strength and excellent
visibility. Smart Auto automatically detects up to 32 different shooting scenes so you can take great
pictures in complete confidence, knowing that the camera will take care of everything for you.
Capture fastpaced action using the Highspeed Burst mode or slow down movement using Super
Slow Motion Movie mode. Both modes provide dramatic and spectacular ways of recording
fastmoving subjects. Movie Digest captures up to 4seconds of the action before a shot is taken,
joining all the clips together from the same day into a single VGA movie to add to your collection of
photos. The iFrame video format is a simple way to quickly import, edit and share video. Learn more
opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will depend on when your payment
clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens
in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab See the sellers listing for full details. Youre
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the
listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions
opens in a new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a
postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 28. Expected dispatch time may vary and is based on sellers order cutoff time. We may
receive commission if your application for credit is successful. Terms and conditions apply. Subject
to credit approval. We may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. All Rights
Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.
Follow the links to compare these cameras in detail Compare Canon PowerShot SX230 HS vs Canon
SX210 IS Compare Canon PowerShot SX230 HS vs Canon SX240 HS Alternatively, try our
multicamera comparison to see all three cameras on one page Compare Canon PowerShot SX230 HS
vs SX210 IS vs SX240 HS If you need a Compact camera with a RAW support, consider Canon
PowerShot S100 or Canon PowerShot S90 in the same price range. Kodak Astro Zoom AZ651 with
its 21.


